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Seasonal evolution unveils the internal structure of cometary
nuclei
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Remote sensing data of comets 9P/Tempel 1 and 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (67P hereafter)
indicate the occurrence of water-ice-rich spots on the surface of cometary nuclei [1-5]. These spots
are up to tens of metres in size and appear brighter and bluer than the average surface at visible
wavelengths.

In addition, the extensive observation campaign performed by the Visible and InfraRed Thermal
Imaging Spectrometer (VIRTIS, [6]) and the Optical, Spectroscopic, and Infrared Remote Imaging
System (OSIRIS, [7]) during the Rosetta escort phase at 67P revealed a seasonal cycle of the
nucleus colour. This is characterised by blueing of the surface while approaching perihelion followed
by progressive reddening and restoral of the original colour along the outbound orbit. The temporal
evolution of the colour has been interpreted in previous studies as the result of increasing exposure
of water ice at smaller heliocentric distances [8, 9], however, an explanation of such seasonal cycle
in the context of a quantitative cometary activity model was not yet been provided.

Recently, in [10] we showed that the seasonal colour cycle observed on comet 67P is determined by
the occurrence of the above-mentioned water-ice-rich spots (referred to as Blue Patches – BPs –,
given their colour). This can be explained in the context of activity models [11, 12] of pebble-made
cometary nuclei [13], i.e. in terms of nucleus surface erosion induced by H2O and CO2 ices
sublimation, driving the cometary activity.

According to the scenario proposed in [10] (Fig. 1), the presence of the BPs is due to the exposure
of subsurface sub-metre-sized Water-ice-Enriched Blocks (WEBs) thanks to surface erosion triggered
by CO2 sublimation ejecting decimetre-sized chunks [12]. The WEBs are composed of ice-rich
pebbles (dust-to-ice mass ratio δ=2, [14]), embedded in a matrix of drier pebbles (δ>>5) forming



most of the nucleus. Once exposed to illumination as BPs, the WEBs are eroded by water-ice
sublimation ejecting sub-cm dust [11]. By means of dedicated spectral and thermophysical
modelling, we match the nucleus colour temporal evolution measured by the VIRTIS Mapping
channel in the 0.55-0.8 µm spectral range. In doing this, we take into account the competing effects
of CO2- and H2O-driven erosion that expose and remove the BPs, respectively, and are seasonally
modulated by the insolation conditions, primarily depending on the heliocentric distance.

The new nucleus model proposed in [10], implying an uneven distribution of water ice in cometary
nuclei, reconciles the compositional dishomogeneities observed on comets (the BPs) at macroscopic
(up to tens of metres) scale, with a structurally homogeneous pebble-made nucleus at small
(centimetre) scale, and with the processes determining the cometary activity at microscopic (sub-
pebble) scales.

Figure 1. 67P surface gets bluer approaching perihelion as a consequence of the progressive
exposure to sunlight of subsurface WEBs (from Figure 4 in Ciarniello et al., 2022, Nature Astronomy,
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41550-022-01625-y). The comet nucleus is made of two types of pebbles,
both including refractories and CO2 ice, with different water ice content: pebbles with high content of
H2O ice form the WEBs, while H2O-ice-poor pebbles represent the rest of the nucleus. CO2 ice is
stable beneath the CO2 sublimation front at depths >0.1 m [12]. Approaching perihelion, the CO2 ice
sublimation rate increases, eroding the surface by chunk ejection and exposing the WEBs. Once
exposed, WEBs lose CO2 and are observable as BPs. Water-ice sublimation erodes the BPs ejecting
sub-cm dust from their surface and preventing the formation of a dry crust [11]. The BPs survive



until their water-ice fraction is sublimated, producing the observed surface blueing. Please refer to
ref. [10] for complete details.
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